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Abstract:  In the injection molding process weld-line regions occur when a molten polymer flow 10 

front is firstly separated and then rejoined. The position, the length and the angle of weld-lines are 11 

dependent on the gate location, the injection speed, the injection pressure, the mold temperature 12 

and especially the direction and degree of the polymer melt velocity in the mold filling process. 13 

However, the wall surface velocity of thermoset melt in the mold filling process is different from 14 

zero, which is not found for the thermoplastic injection molding. The main reason leads to this dif- 15 

ference is the slip phenomenon in the filling phase between the thermoset melt and wall surface, 16 

which is directly affected by filler content. In this study, commercial thermoset phenolic injection 17 

molding compounds with different amount of filler were employed to investigate not only the 18 

mechanism of weld-lines formation and development behind an obstacle in the injection molding 19 

process, but also the flow disturbance of thermoset melt in a spiral flow part. In addition, the effect 20 

of the wall slip phenomenon on the flow disturbance characterization and the mechanism of weld- 21 

lines of selected thermoset materials is carefully considered in this research. Furthermore, the gen- 22 

erated material data sheet with the optimal developed reactive viscosity and curing kinetics model 23 

was imported into a commercial injection molding tool to predict the weld-lines formation as well 24 

as the molding filling behavior of selected thermoset injection molding compounds such as the flow 25 

length, the injection pressure gradient, the temperature distribution and the viscosity variation. The 26 

results obtained in this paper provide important academic knowledge about the flow disturbance 27 

behavior and as well as its influence on the mechanism of the weld-lines formation in the process of 28 

thermoset injection molding. Furthermore, the simulated results were compared to the experimental 29 

results, which helps us to have an overview about the ability of the computer simulation in the field 30 

of reactive injection molding process.  31 

Keywords: Thermoset molding compounds; Injection molding; Plug flow; Fountain flow; Filler con- 32 

tent; Weld-line; Computer simulation; Surface roughness; Wall slip; Pressure sensor; Infrared tem- 33 

perature sensor. 34 

 35 

1. Introduction 36 

Thermoset materials are used in various applications in which high thermo-mechan- 37 

ical, chemical and electrical properties are required [1, 2]. These applications include, spe- 38 

cifically, automotive, aerospace, and electronics [3, 4]. Thermoset polymer parts could be 39 

processed by various methods which are compression molding, transfer molding, injec- 40 

tion compression molding or injection molding. However, the injection molding method 41 

that is defined by a cycle and automated process for manufacturing identical plastic arti- 42 

cles from mold, is the most widely used [5]. Small or very large parts could be manufac- 43 

tured by the injection molding method. In this process, the thermoset molding 44 
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compounds are plasticized at temperatures between 90 and 100 °C and then injected into 45 

a hot mold with the temperature at 160 to 190 °C [6].  46 

Weld-line is one of popular problems that always appears in the injection molding 47 

process. It is the line formed by two or more different melt fronts joining together with 48 

sharp angle during the mold filling stage. It decreases the strength of the final molded 49 

products and produce cosmetic defect [7]. Most of the previously stated publications re- 50 

lated to the weld-line formation and weld-line strength in injection molded parts are con- 51 

ducted on thermoplastics materials [8-11]. For example, there are three main factors which 52 

influences strongly the weld-line strength of thermoplastics [12], including high orienta- 53 

tion of the macromolecules and fillers parallel to the weld-line, lack of diffusion of the 54 

macromolecules between two melt front surfaces and stress concentrations because of 55 

notches on the surface next to the weld-line. The influence of processing parameters on 56 

the thermoplastic weld-line strength was investigated [13, 14]. It was found that the melt 57 

and mold temperature have great influence on these properties. In addition, the reduction 58 

of weld-line strength of unreinforced, amorphous thermoplastics was investigated, ana- 59 

lyzed and calculated by a physical model of molecular diffusion [15]. The experimental 60 

results shown that a combination of low holding pressure and high melt temperature 61 

should be selected to improve weld-line strength. Furthermore, the notch structure of pol- 62 

ystyrene was studied by Tomari [16] and it was reported that different bonding strengths 63 

are dependent on the depth of notches. 64 

  65 

Figure 1. A simple standard two-plate mold with the location of painted white marks [23] 66 

However, the previously stated knowledge on mechanism of weld-line formation of 67 

thermoplastics materials could be only partially applicable for highly filled thermoset in- 68 

jection molding compounds [17]. Because the previously articles published by authors 69 

show that the mold filling behavior of highly filled thermoset injection molding com- 70 

pounds is completely different from thermoplastic materials. Specifically, the mold filling 71 

characterization of these materials in the injection molding process is a plug flow [18-23] 72 

instead of fountain flow which is found for thermoplastic materials. In the filling phase of 73 

the injection molding process, there is a strong slip phenomenon between the thermoset 74 

melt and wall surface, which is not found for the injection molding of thermoplastic ma- 75 

terials. In addition, the effect of filler content, the processing condition, such as the mold 76 

temperature, the injection speed and the surface roughness on the polymer filling behav- 77 

ior in the thermoset injection molding process [23] was successfully investigated and an- 78 

alyzed by using the mold printing method, as shown in [Figure 1]. The slip phenomenon 79 

between thermoset melt and the mold wall surface was studied and explained via analysis 80 

of the visualizable movement of the thermoset melt dyed white color on the surface of the 81 

injection molded parts. All received experimental results shown that the filler amount, the 82 

injection speed, the mold temperature, and the surface roughness have great influence on 83 

the wall slip phenomenon of phenolic thermoset injection molding compounds in the fill- 84 

ing phase. A lower filler amount and injection speed; a higher mold temperature and 85 
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surface roughness decrease the wall slip phenomenon of the thermoset melts. Because of 86 

this wall slip phenomenon, the velocity profile of molten thermoset on the interface be- 87 

tween thermoset melt and mold wall surface must be different from zero [23] that is com- 88 

pletely different from the velocity profile of molten thermoplastic materials. Conse- 89 

quently, the mechanism of weld-line formation and development of high-filled thermoset 90 

melt in the filling phase is different from the previously stated knowledge on the theory 91 

about the weld-line formation of thermoplastic materials. However, this problem has not 92 

yet been carefully investigated and published in any scientific article.  93 

 94 

Figure 2. Velocity behavior of high-filled thermoset injection molding compounds in the mold filling 95 
process [23] 96 

Nowadays, simulation software such as Moldex3D, Moldflow and SigmaSoft is 97 

widely being employed to simulate the all phases of the injection molding process [19, 20]. 98 

Potential problems in the filling phase of the injection molding process such as weld-line 99 

positions, air traps and sink marks which usually appear on the molded parts could be 100 

predicted. As a result, mistakes in designing process can be modified and the processing 101 

conditions such as injection speed, mold temperature, injection pressure and holding 102 

pressure could be optimized, which helps us to save the time as well as manufacturing 103 

cost. In order to simulate all phases of the injection molding process, it is necessary to 104 

define material data sheet that include the heat capacity and thermal conductivity, the 105 

viscosity data that consists of a viscosity model and fitted coefficients, a pressure-volume- 106 

temperature (PVT) data that must include a PVT model and fitted parameters. Especially, 107 

for the reactive injection molding simulation a curing kinetics model with fitted parame- 108 

ters are required [19-22].  109 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛻. 𝜌v = 0 (1) 

𝜌
𝜕v

𝜕𝑡
= 𝜌g − 𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻. 𝜂D − 𝜌v. ∇v (2) 

𝑐𝑝 (
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
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The fluid dynamic equations, including the conservation of mass, momentum and 110 

energy, as shown respectively from Equations (1-3) are employed to write the simulation 111 

code for characterizing the molding filling behavior of polymer melt in the injection mold- 112 

ing process [19, 20]. In these equations 𝜂 is viscosity, 𝜌 is density, cp is heat capacity, k 113 

is thermal conductivity, T is temperature, v is velocity vector, g is the total body force per 114 

unit mass, and 𝛽 is coefficient of volume expansion. It could be seen from these equations 115 

that there are symbols which represent the material data sheet for the simulation process. 116 

Therefore, there will have a huge impact on the accuracy of predicted results [24] if there 117 

is any change in the material data sheet. To improve the simulated results, it requires a 118 

fitting tool that is used to import the measured material data for the injection molding 119 

simulation software. 120 

The material data sheet for the thermoplastic injection molding simulation process is 121 

always available from material manufacturers or already added in the material data bank 122 

of the commercial injection molding simulation software [5, 19, 20]. In contrast, the mate- 123 

rial data sheet of almost currently commercial highly filled thermoset injection molding 124 

compounds is unavailable from material suppliers and seldomly embedded in the mate- 125 

rial data bank of the commercial simulation software. Because the rheological and thermal 126 

properties such as viscosity, curing kinetics behavior are difficult to measure [19, 20]. For 127 

example, viscosity of thermoset materials is not only dependent on the temperature and 128 

shear rate like thermoplastics materials, but also dependent on the curing behavior. In 129 

addition, if the material data of thermoset materials could be successfully measured, mod- 130 

elling of rheological and thermal data for the reactive injection molding simulation pro- 131 

cess will require extensive knowledge not only in creating reactive viscosity models, but 132 

also in the field of optimization algorithm. These existing problems are being solved step 133 

by step by authors [19-22]. 134 

With profound knowledge in the field of rheological and thermal properties [20, 25, 135 

26], viscosity, curing kinetics, thermal conductivity and heat capacity of thermoset injec- 136 

tion molding compounds have been successfully studied and measured by authors [19- 137 

21]. In addition, based on the measured rheological and thermal data, the numerical 138 

method was developed to generate the material data sheet for the thermoset simulation 139 

process. This innovation won the special prize at the Moldex3D Global Innovation Talent 140 

Award 2018. These fitted processing coefficients were integrated into a cure kinetics 141 

model, the Kamal model, and a reactive viscosity model, the Cross-Castro-Macosko 142 

model, which were used to simulate the reactive injection molding process [19, 20].  143 

Although, a complete way to create thermoset material data from measured experi- 144 

mental data (thermal data and rheological data) for the reactive injection molding simu- 145 

lation process was successful studied by authors [20], there are things which should be 146 

further studied. In the process of creating material data the developed numerical method 147 

is based only on a cure kinetic model, namely Kamal model, and a reactive viscosity 148 

model, namely Cross-Castro-Macosko model while there are still other cure kinetics and 149 

reactive viscosity models. In contrast, a comparison of the efficiency to use each cure ki- 150 

netics model and reactive viscosity model to describe cure kinetics data and rheological 151 

data respectively has not yet been done. If this could be done, a thermoset material data 152 

sheet for the reactive simulation process could be created with the best cure kinetics and 153 

reactive viscosity model. In order to solve this problem, a complete fitting tool, namely 154 

Thermoset - TU - Fitting Tool [21, 22], was successfully developed and written. In the 155 

writing process the least-square estimation algorithm developed by Levender- Marquardt 156 

(LMA) [27] and embedded in Matlab program language was used. The Thermoset - TU - 157 

Fitting Tool was employed as a useful tool for transporting the experimental rheological 158 

and thermal data to the any injection molding simulation software. With the Thermoset - 159 

TU - Fitting tool, an evaluation of developed reactive viscosity and cure kinetics models 160 

that are currently used for rheological and thermal simulation in the thermoset injection 161 

molding process was successfully carried out. The reactive viscosity models include Cas- 162 

tro Macosko Model, Cross-Castro-Macosko Model, Power-Law_Castro_Macosko Model 163 
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and Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko model [21, 22]. The cure kinetic models con- 164 

sist of Kamal model, Modified Kamal model, Deng Isayev model and Grindling model 165 

[21, 22].  166 

By dint of using the developed Thermoset - TU - Fitting tool [21 ,22] it was found that 167 

all presented reactive viscosity and cure kinetics models could be used to describe the 168 

reactive viascosity and cure kinetics data well. In the case of curing kinetics models, the best 169 

curing model is still the previously used Kamal model. However the reactive viscosity 170 

model, Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko Model (Herschel-Bulkley model), de- 171 

scribes and fits the the parabolic curve of the expemental viscosity property the best instead 172 

of the previously used Cross-Castro-Macosko model. Because the viscosity of selected 173 

thermoset materials at the low temperature is successfully simulated by the Herschel- 174 

Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko Model, which is not the case in other reactive viscosity 175 

models. The main reason that leads to the difference in adaptation of reactive viscosity 176 

models in characterization of viscosity is the yield stress phenomenon of high filled plas- 177 

tics [22].  In the Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko Model there is a coefficient 178 

(𝜏𝑦  = 𝜏𝑦0. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑇𝑦

𝑇
)) that shows the influence of yield stress phenomenon on the viscosity 179 

of high filled thermoset injection molding compounds. Therefore, the generated Herschel- 180 

Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko Model describes and fits the experimental reactive viscos- 181 

ity data of high filled thermoset materials the best. Consequently, the optimal reactive 182 

viscosity model and cure kinetics model were found and employed to generate the mate- 183 

rial data sheet of commercial high-filled thermoset materials for the reactive simulation 184 

process [21, 22].  185 

Based on the gained results and the existing problems, the present article focuses on 186 

two scientific key goals. On the one hand, the aim is to continuously understand and ex- 187 

plain the physical filling behavior of reinforced thermoset injection molding compounds 188 

such as flow length, the influence of the wall slip and flow disturbance behavior on the 189 

mechanism of weld-line formation, the pressure gradient, the temperature distribution, 190 

the viscosity characterization and the degree of cure. On the other hand, the generated 191 

material data sheet with the optimal reactive viscosity and cure kinetics model will be 192 

employed to investigate the application of the commercial injection molding simulation 193 

software in simulation of mold filling behavior of highly filled thermoset injection mold- 194 

ing compounds. 195 

2. Materials and methods 196 

2.1. Injection molding process 197 

2.1.1. Highly filled thermoset injection molding compounds 198 

Bakelite PF6680, Bakelite PF6506, Bakelite PF1110 are three commercial thermoset 199 

phenolic injection molding compounds with different filler content for the injection mold- 200 

ing process, which were selected and ordered from a material supplier. The filler content 201 

is from 55% to 80%, as shown in Table 1. 202 

Table 1. Experimental materials. 203 

Abbreviation Commercial Name Manufacturer 

PF-GF25+GB30 Bakelite PF6680 Bakelite 

PF-GF30+GB30 Bakelite PF6506 Bakelite 

PF-GF35+GB45 Bakelite PF1110 Bakelite 

2.1.2. Studying objects 204 

The study objects are three different parts. The first part is plate part with a hole 205 

(Figure 3). The dimension of plate part is 150 mm × 150 mm × 4 mm. The diameter of the 206 

hole as an obstacle is 8 mm. The plate part with the obstacle of 8 mm was used to investi- 207 

gate the influence of the filler content, the wall slip phenomenon and the processing con- 208 

ditions on the mechanism of weld-line formation and development in the mold filling 209 
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process. The second part is spiral flow part (Figure 4) which was used to investigate the 210 

flow disturbance characterization such the flow length, pressure gradient, temperature 211 

and viscosity behavior. The last part is complex part from industry, which was employed 212 

to study both flow disturbance characterization and weld-line positions. 213 

2.1.2. Experimental procedure 214 

A hydraulic Krauss Maffei injection molding machine KM 150-460B, with a screw 215 

diameter of 45 mm and a three-zone plasticizing cylinder, was employed to do injection 216 

molding process of the plate part with the obstacle and the spiral flow part.  217 

Firstly, a simple standard two-plate mold was employed to study the weld-lines for- 218 

mation mechanism of selected materials. In the experimental process, the mold painting 219 

method developed by authors and published in the previous articles continues to be em- 220 

ployed [23]. The white mark was painted on the constant position of the mold wall sur- 221 

face. The schematic position of the constant rectangular white mark which was painted 222 

on the wall surface of the mold is shown in Figure 1. The distance (a) of 20 mm between 223 

the location of the white mark and the boundary line between the cavity and the film gate 224 

is constantly kept in all experimental processes. The injection molding experiments of 225 

three chosen phenolic injection molding compounds were conducted. The temperature 226 

profile in the injection chamber (cylinder temperature) is 100 °C-80 °C-60 °C. The mold 227 

temperature of 175 °C is constantly kept under different injection speeds of 8 cm³/s, 16 228 

cm³/s, and 32 cm³/s. In order to get more information for analyzing the mechanism of 229 

weld-lines formation and development behind the obstacle, a series of incomplete molded 230 

parts with different percentages of cavity volume was conducted. 231 

 232 

Figure 3. The plate part with a film gate and an obstacle 233 

Figure 4. The spiral part; the location of six pressure sensors from P1 to P6 and two infrared temper- 234 
ature sensors T1 and T2 235 

Secondly, to analyze flow disturbance behavior and the wall slip phenomenon of 236 

highly filled thermoset injection molding compounds further, the spiral flow with the 237 

flow length of 1385 mm was used for the next experiments. With the spiral flow part, it is 238 
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possible to study the influence of the chemical reaction on the viscosity, which effects the 239 

flow length. In addition, the variation of the polymer temperature and pressure during 240 

the filling phase will be analyzed by using pressure and infrared temperature sensors that 241 

are set on the interface between thermoset melt and wall surface. Based on the tempera- 242 

ture gradient, the generation of heat by chemical reactions and the heat transfer from the 243 

mold to the polymer melt will be analyzed. In this step, only two phenolic injection mold- 244 

ing compounds with the lowest and highest filler content which are Bakelite PF6680 (55% 245 

filler) and Bakelite PF1110 (80% filler) were selected to conduct spiral injection molding 246 

experiments. The temperature profile in the injection chamber (cylinder temperature) is 247 

100 °C-80 °C-60 °C. There injection speed profile in the screw is 6-10-12 cm³/s, which is 248 

constantly kept. The mold temperature is 160 °C, 175 °C and 190°C respectively.  249 

Finally, the complex industrial part from Baumgarten automotive technics GmbH,  250 

Carl-Benz Straße 46, 57299 Burbach, Germany was employed to study the flow length as 251 

well as the location of weld-lines. Because of commercial reason, all information about 252 

name of material, geometry of the complex industrial part and the processing conditions 253 

is not presented in this article. In order to get more information about manufacturing pro- 254 

cess of the complex industrial part, please do not hesitate to contact Baumgarten automo- 255 

tive technics GmbH by email: info@bat-duro.com 256 

2.2. Simulation process 257 

2.2.1. Generating material data sheet for the injection molding simulation process 258 

 259 

Figure 5. Modelling of reactive viscosity models for the injection molding simulation process 260 

 261 

Figure 6. Modelling of cure kinetics models for the injection molding simulation process 262 

mailto:info@bat-duro.com
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The material data sheet of Bakelite PF6680, Bakelite PF6506, Bakelite PF1110 for the 263 

simulation process are now not available from the material manufacturers and not found 264 

in data bank of any commercial injection molding simulation software. Therefore, The 265 

Thermoset - TU - Fitting Tool that developed by authors [21, 22] was employed to generate 266 

the material data sheet of these selected materials. In the generated material data sheet for 267 

the simulation process, the optimal reactive viscosity model, Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Cas- 268 

tro- Macosko Model with fitted coefficients and the optimal cure kinetics model, Kamal 269 

model with fitted coefficients were employed to characterize the rheological and thermal 270 

properties, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. To find out more information in the field of 271 

creating material data sheets for thermoset injection molding compounds, please refer to 272 

the international articles that were previously published by authors [19-22].  273 

The task in this working package is therefore to export the generated material data 274 

sheet of these selected materials as input file for the next step, simulation process. An 275 

input file is generated for each material, which contains the value of heat capacity and the 276 

value thermal conductivity at different temperature; cure kinetics data that include Kamal 277 

model with fitted coefficients and reactive viscosity model that is Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- 278 

Castro- Macosko Model with fitted coefficients. All input files were imported in the com- 279 

mercial simulation software (Moldex3D) to predict the mold filling behavior of the se- 280 

lected thermoset materials. 281 

2.2.2. Simulation of the mold filling behavior 282 

Moldex3D simulation will be selected to simulate the reactive injection molding pro- 283 

cess by the reason it implemented a high-performance finite volume method (HPFVM). 284 

This numerical method synergizes robustness and efficiency in contrast to the finite ele- 285 

ment method [20, 28]. The HPFVM of Moldex3D is called Designer Boundary Layer Mesh 286 

(BLM). This technique solves the transient flow field in three dimensions. It generates 287 

multiple layers of prismatic meshes inward from the surface mesh and then it is filling up 288 

the remaining space with a tetrahedral mesh. BLM can capture precisely the drastic 289 

changes of temperature and velocity near the cavity wall during the filling process. Also, 290 

it can help detecting viscous heating and warpage problems in advance accurately. In ad- 291 

dition, with Moldex3D, the wall slip boundary condition is considered during the simu- 292 

lation process.  293 

The simulation subjects are firstly the plate part (Figure 3) and then the spiral part 294 

(Figure 4), which were also used in the injection molding process. The processing condi- 295 

tions are the same with the experimental process. In addition, to show the practical benefit 296 

of both the generated material data sheet and injection simulation model, the simulation 297 

process is supposed to test the complex industrial part from Baumgarten automotive tech- 298 

nics GmbH. 299 

3. Results and Discussion  300 

3.1. Mechanisim of weld-line formation and development behind an obstacle 301 

Like in the previous publications [18, 20, 23], it could be seen from Figure 7 to Figure 302 

9 that the thermoset melt dyed white color on the surface of the injected parts moves from 303 

the original painted position to near the melt front. The movement of the polymer dyed 304 

white color derives from the wall slip between the phenolic polymer and the mold wall 305 

surface. Nevertheless, the intensity of the white stripes is different on the surface of the 306 

molded parts, which is dependent on the percentage of reinforced filler. Specifically, the 307 

material, PF6680 with the lowest filler content (55 % filler), the white color still appears at 308 

the original painted position, as shown in Figure 7. However, for PF6506 with only more 309 

5% filler, the density of white color (Figure 8) at the original painted position is lower and 310 

not clear as PF6680. In contrast, the material PF1110 with the highest filler content (80% 311 

filler), the white color does not appear at the original painted position (Figure 9). Based 312 

on the difference in thermoset melt dyed white color at the original painted position, it 313 

could be summarized that PF1110 (GF35+GB45) has the strongest slip phenomenon, 314 
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followed by PF6506 (GF30+GB30) and PF6680 (GF25+GB30). In addition, the amount of 315 

filler is the main factor that has a great impact in the wall slip phenomenon on the interface 316 

between the phenolic polymer and the mold wall surface. The wall slip phenomenon is 317 

stronger if the amount of filler increases. 318 

Although the processing conditions are the same, the joining mechanism of melt 319 

fronts of the selected highly filled thermoset injection molding compounds behind the 320 

obstacle in the filling phase is completely different. Beginning with 40% Cavity volume, 321 

the melt fronts of PF6680 (Figure 7) and PF6506 (Figure 8) are immediately reunited be- 322 

hind the obstacle, which is not found in the mold filling behavior of PF1110 (Figure 9). 323 

When the Cavity volume increases only more 10%, the joined fronts of PF6680 (Figure 7, 324 

50% Cavity) and PF6506 (Figure 8, 50% Cavity) slips in the flow direction. In contrast, the 325 

melt fronts of PF1110 are still not reunited and has a translation motion in the flow direc- 326 

tion. As a result, there is still a gap without polymer between two melt fronts (Figure 9, 327 

50% Cavity). The distance of the gab in the incomplete part molded from 50% Cavity is 328 

equal to or greater than the diameter of the obstacle (8 mm). 329 

When increasing the injection volume that is 60%, 70%, 80% and 90 % respectively, 330 

the reunited melt fronts of PF6680 and PF6506 continues to move slightly in the flow di- 331 

rection. The position of weld-line is found in the middle line of complete molded part 332 

(100% Cavity), as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. However, this phenomenon is not found 333 

in the melt front behavior of PF1110. When the cavity volume is 60 % the melt fronts of 334 

PF1110 flow and slip not only in the flow direction but also in the perpendicular to the 335 

flow direction. Therefore, the distance of gap without polymer starts decreasing. Never- 336 

theless, two melt fronts are still not reunited, which begins being joined as the cavity vol- 337 

ume is higher (Figure 9 with 70% Cavity and 80% Cavity). The joining process of melt 338 

fronts is not complete because there are still different air gaps without polymer on the 339 

surface of molded parts, which means that there will be different small weld-line regions 340 

on the surface of complete plate molded part. Furthermore, the surface of this incomplete 341 

molded part is roughness and the molded parts is uncompacted. The melt fronts of PF1110 342 

is completely joined with the cavity volumes of more than 90 %, which has an anisotropic 343 

motion. 344 

 345 

Figure 7. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); the mechanism for reuniting two melt fronts behind an obstacle. 346 
Mold temperature is 175 °C, and injection speed is 8 cm³/s. 347 
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 348 

Figure 8. PF6506 (GF30+GB30); the mechanism for reuniting two melt fronts behind an obstacle. 349 
Mold temperature is 175 °C, and injection speed is 8 cm³/s. 350 

 351 

Figure 9. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the mechanism for reuniting two melt fronts behind an obstacle. 352 
Mold temperature is 175 °C, and injection speed is 8 cm³/s. 353 

3.2. Influence of injection speeds on the mechanisim of weld-line formation and development 354 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that although there is change in injection speed, the 355 

melt fronts of PF6680 und PF6506 is still immediately reunited behind the obstacle. The 356 

joined melt fronts slightly slip and move in the flow direction when the injection volume 357 

increases, as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. For all investigated injection speeds, the 358 

weld-line region is found in the middle line of plate molded part. Density of white color 359 

on the surface of molded parts shown that the slip degree of the joined melt fronts is 360 

stronger when increasing the injection speed. 361 
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 362 

Figure 10. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); the influence of injection speeds on the joining mechanism of the 363 
melt fronts behind an obstacle. Mold temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 40% 364 

 365 

Figure 11. PF6506 (GF30+GB30); the influence of injection speeds on the joining mechanism of the 366 
melt fronts behind the obstacle. Mold temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 40% 367 

 368 

Figure 12. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); the mechanism for reuniting melt fronts behind the obstacle. Mold 369 
temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 70% 370 

 371 

Figure 13. PF6506 (GF25+GB30); the mechanism for reuniting melt fronts behind the obstacle. Mold 372 
temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 70% 373 

 374 

Figure 14. PF1110(GF35+GB45); the influence of injection speeds on the joining mechanism of the 375 
melt fronts behind an obstacle. Mold temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 50% 376 

In contrast to PF6680 und PF6506, the injection speed has a great impact on the weld- 377 

line formation mechanism of PF1110 (Figure 14). At the lowest injection speed of 8 cm³/s, 378 

the melt fronts behind the obstacle flow and slip straightly in the flow direction. Therefore, 379 

the weld-line is not yet formed and there is a gap between the two melt fronts. As the 380 
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injection speed increases in the gap between two melt front surfaces slightly decreases. At 381 

the highest injection speed of 32 cm³/s, the melt fronts behind the obstacle start to reunite. 382 

These differences could be explained by analyzing the influence of the injection speed on 383 

the shear rate and slip phenomenon. The shear rate rises significantly with increasing in- 384 

jection speed. Therefore, the polymer molecules between the different layers are separated 385 

and move more easily in different direction, which together with the high slip velocity 386 

causes the melt fronts to move not only parallel to the flow direction, but also in other 387 

directions. Consequently, at the higher injection rate such as 32 cm³/s, the melt fronts of 388 

PF1110 merge immediately behind the obstacle. The joined melt fronts slip strongly in the 389 

flow direction (Figure 15). Moreover, as the injection speed increases, the zone with the 390 

compacted polymer that is located near to the gate begins to appear. The surface of 391 

molded part in this zone is smooth. Specially, at the highest injection speed (32 cm³/s), the 392 

joined melt fronts appear only on the compacted zone and slip to the end of molded part, 393 

as shown in Figure 16. 394 

 395 

Figure 15. PF1110(GF35+GB45); the mechanism for reuniting melt fronts behind an obstacle. Mold 396 
temperature of 175 °C is constant and Cavity volume is 70% 397 

 398 

Figure 16. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the mechanism for reuniting two melt fronts behind an obstacle. 399 
Mold temperature is 175 °C, and injection speed is 32 cm³/s. 400 

According to the above analyzed experimental results on the mechanism of weld- 401 

line formation and development behind the obstacle of all investigated thermoset injec- 402 

tion molding compounds, it could be concluded that the weld-line region is dependent 403 

strongly on the degree of wall slip that is directly affected by the filler content and pro- 404 

cessing conditions. For the thermoset injection molding materials with the filler content 405 

of less than 65% such as PF6680 (GF25+GB30) and PF6506 (GF30+GB30) the influence of 406 
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injection speed on the mechanism of weld-line is less than the thermoset injection molding 407 

materials with the filler content of more than 65% such as PF1110 (GF35+GB45). Espe- 408 

cially, melt fronts of all investigated thermoset materials behind the obstacle at high injec- 409 

tion velocity (for instance 32 cm³/s) merge immediately, which continue to slip in the flow 410 

direction. Increasing the filler content as well as the injection speed leads to a stronger slip 411 

of the joined melt fronts. Depending on the filler content reinforced for the thermoset ma- 412 

terial that is used to produce the industrial parts, as well as the expected weld line regions 413 

of the manufacturer, the lower or higher injection speed should be applied in the injection 414 

molding process. 415 

3.3. Mold filling behavior in the spiral flow part 416 

3.3.1. Flow length 417 

 418 

Figure 17. PF6680 (GF25+GB30) and PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the spiral molded part 419 

 420 

Figure 18. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); the flow length of spiral molded part with different cavity volume 421 

For all investigated processing conditions, the spiral flow part with a flow length of 422 

1385 mm is completely molded from both materials, PF6680 and PF1110 (Figure 17). The 423 

mold filling behavior like flow length of incomplete molded parts is shown in Figure 18 424 
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and Figure 19. Based on the surface of spiral molded parts, it could be found that the 425 

incomplete molded part of PF6680 is completely compacted (Figure 18) and there is not 426 

zone with uncompacted thermoset melt. However, for PF1110, the uncompacted zone 427 

with the roughness surface (Figure 19) is once again found near to the melt front, which 428 

was also appeared on the surface of incomplete plate molded parts, as previously shown 429 

from Figure 14 to Figure 16. Nevertheless, the length of the uncompacted zone on the 430 

surface of the spiral part is much shorter than the length of the uncompacted zone found 431 

on the surface of the plate part. This experimental result shows that there is not only the 432 

influence of processing conditions on the uncompacted zone of highly filled thermoset 433 

injection molding compounds, but also the effect of the part geometry and the types of the 434 

gate. In this article, the film gate (Figure 3) was employed for the plate part while the 435 

direct sprue gate (Figure 4) was applied for the spiral flow part. 436 

It could be seen from Figure 19 that the uncompacted zone on the incomplete part 437 

molded from the lowest cavity volume (35% Cavity) emerge continuously at the end of 438 

the incomplete molded parts with higher cavity volumes (57% and 77% Cavity) and dis- 439 

appear on the complete molded spiral flow part (Figure 17), which is because of the plug 440 

flow behavior of PF1110 in the mold filling process. This experimental results demon- 441 

strates that the polymer region of PF1110 originated from the initial polymer portion 442 

which touched the mold surface will continuously flow to at the end of cavity. Therefore, 443 

the velocity of polymer melt on the interface between thermoset melt and mold wall sur- 444 

face is more than zero instead of zero that is found in the investigation of mold filling 445 

behavior of thermoplastics materials. Because of the wall slip in the filling process, a slip 446 

friction coefficient is generated on the interface between the thermoset melt and the wall 447 

surface, as well as between different thermoset layers across the thickness of the cavity. 448 

The slip frictional coefficient has a great effect on the pressure gradient and melt temper- 449 

ature distribution results that is presented in the following content.   450 

 451 

Figure 19. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the flow length of spiral molded part with different cavity volume 452 

https://www.basilius.com/blog/types-of-gating-for-injection-molding/#DirectSprue
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/vi/thesaurus/emerge
https://tr-ex.me/translation/english-vietnamese/this+demonstrates+that
https://tr-ex.me/translation/english-vietnamese/this+demonstrates+that
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3.3.2. Injection pressure gradient and melt temperature distribution 453 

 454 

Figure 20. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); injection pressure gradient the filling phase 455 

 456 

Figure 21. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); injection pressure gradient in the filling phase 457 

 458 

Figure 22. PF6680 (GF25+GB35); injection pressure gradient in the filling phase under different mold 459 
temperatures 460 
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 461 

Figure 23. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); injection pressure gradient in the filling phase under different mold 462 
temperatures 463 

 464 

Figure 24. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the temperature distribution in the injection molding process 465 

 466 

Figure 25. Comparison the melt temperature between PF6680 and PF1110 467 
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 468 

Figure 26. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); the temperature distribution in the injection molding process under 469 
different mold temperatures 470 

Pressure and infrared sensors (Figure 4) were used in the experimental processes of 471 

the spiral flow part to study the influence of the flow disturbance that derives from the 472 

wall slip phenomenon on the variation of the pressure gradient and the temperature dis- 473 

tribution of polymer melt in the injection molding process. The typical experimental result 474 

of pressure gradient is shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. In the filling phase pressure 475 

drops per unit of length along the spiral flow path. The pressure drops from one location 476 

to another is the force that pushes the molten polymer to flow during the mold filling 477 

process. Polymer always moves from higher pressure to lower pressure like the water 478 

flowing from higher elevations to lower elevations. As a result, the maximum pressure is 479 

found in sensor P1 and the minimum pressure is found in sensor P6. However, difference 480 

in the injection pressure gradient in the mold filling behavior under the various investi- 481 

gated mold temperature between PF6680 and PF1110 is found and presented in Figure 22 482 

and Figure 23. 483 

The required injection pressure to push the molten thermoset flow during the filling 484 

phase is proportional to viscosity that is strongly dependent on the shear rate, tempera- 485 

ture and the degree of cure. The injection pressure of PF6680 (Figure 22) decreases when 486 

increasing the mold temperature. This experimental result shows that in the mold filling 487 

process the viscosity of PF6680 is mainly dependent on the temperature and shear rate 488 

like thermoplastic materials. The degree of cure of PF6680 in the filling phase is very small 489 

or the curing process has not even started yet. Therefore, as the temperature in the filling 490 

phase increases, the viscosity of PF6680 decreases, leading to a decrease in the required 491 

injection pressure. However, the variation of injection pressure of PF1110 in Figure 23 492 

does not follow the injection pressure variation rule of PF6680. At the mold temperature 493 

of 175 °C and 190 °C and during the 6.3 s of the filling phase the injection pressure is more 494 

or less the same, which is not found in the injection pressure gradient of PF6680. Further- 495 

more, the injection pressure at the mold temperature of 190 °C from 6.3 s to the end of the 496 

filling phase (9 s) is higher than the injection pressure at the mold temperature of 175 °C. 497 

At the end of filling process, the maximum injection pressure is found at the highest mold 498 

temperature of 190°C, follow by at the mold temperature of 175 °C. The minimum injec- 499 

tion pressure is found at the lowest mold temperature of 160°C. 500 

The difference in the injection pressure variation between PF6680 and PF1110 could 501 

be explained based on the mold filling characterization. The mold filling behavior of 502 

PF1110 is complete plug flow. Therefore, the polymer region of PF1110 (the uncompacted 503 

zone) originated from the initial polymer portion which touched the mold surface 504 
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continues to flow to the end of cavity, as shown in Figure 19. As a result, the residence 505 

time of the initial polymer portion in the mold is higher than the fresh molten polymer 506 

portion that is just injected into the mold. During the flowing process, the temperature of 507 

the initial polymer portion increases quickly because the heat transfer from the hot mold 508 

to the molten polymer. Therefore, the melt temperature measured by the infrared temper- 509 

ature sensor 1 (T1) in the filling phase is always lower than the melt temperature meas- 510 

ured by the infrared temperature sensor 2 (T2), as shown in Figure 24. In addition, it was 511 

found from Figure 25 that the melt temperature of PF1110 is higher than the melt temper- 512 

ature of PF6680 because the degree of wall slip phenomenon of PF1110 is stronger than 513 

PF6680. 514 

At the beginning of the filling phase, the residence time and the temperature of the 515 

initial polymer portion is not enough for starting the curing process. Therefore, the vis- 516 

cosity of PF1110 at the beginning of filling phase dependences mainly on the temperature 517 

and shear rate like PF6680. After the 6.3 s, the residence time of the initial portion in the 518 

mold is now enough as long as the continuous heat transfer process from the hot mold to 519 

the molten polymer make the temperature of the initial polymer portion to reach the tem- 520 

perature for beginning the curing kinetic process. Therefore, the viscosity of PF1110 is 521 

now dependent not only on the temperature and shear rate but also mainly on the degree 522 

of cure. When the curing process begins, the viscosity of the thermoset melt rises signifi- 523 

cantly. The curing process in the filling phase is undesirable because it increases the vis- 524 

cosity fast and the initial polymer portion becomes slightly solid, which could lead to 525 

problems, such as flow hesitation, over-packing that results in flash. When mold temper- 526 

ature (Figure 26) is higher than 175 °C, the melt temperature of PF 1110 in the filling phase 527 

rises quickly, giving more opportunity for the start of the curing process in the filling 528 

phase. As a result, the viscosity of PF1110 begins rising slightly from 6.3 s to the rest of the 529 

injection molding time, which causes a non-uniform injection pressure at the end of filling 530 

phase, as found in Figure 23. 531 

3.4. Validating simulation results and adapting simulation model 532 

 533 

Figure 27. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); comparison between simulation and experimental results 534 
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 535 

Figure 28. PF6506 (GF25+GB30); comparison between simulation and experimental results 536 

 537 

Figure 29. Complex industrial part; comparison between simulation and experimental results 538 

 539 

Figure 30. PF6680 (GF25+GB30); spiral flow part. Comparison between injection pressure simulation 540 
and experimental results at the end of filling process 541 
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 542 

Figure 31. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); comparison between simulation and experimental results 543 

 544 

Figure 32. PF1110 (GF35+GB45); spiral flow part. Comparison between injection pressure simulation 545 
and experimental results at the end of filling process 546 

The experimental results about weld-line formation and development of highly filled 547 

thermoset injection molding compounds behind the obstacle is presented and analyzed in 548 

the content 3.1 and content 3.2. It shown that the wall slips phenomenon, the filler content 549 

and process condition have great impact on the joining process of thermoset melt front 550 

surfaces. For the thermoset injection molding materials with the filler content of less than 551 

65% such as PF6680 (GF25+GB30) and PF6506 (GF30+GB30), the melt fronts will be imme- 552 

diately reunited behind the obstacle. The weld-line is formed in the middle of the plate 553 

part. The position of experimental weld-line is more or less the same with the position of 554 

weld-line predicted from the simulation tool, as shown in Figure 27(a) and Figure 28. In 555 

addition, the weld-line positions of complex industrial part that was predicted by simu- 556 

lation tool is also found in a good agreement with the experimental results that was pro- 557 

duced by experts in the field of thermoset injection molding from Baumgarten automotive 558 

technics GmbH (Figure 29). Furthermore, Figure 27(b) shows that the experimental flow 559 

length of the spiral flow part under different mold temperature is accurately predicted by 560 

simulation tool. The influence of mold temperatures on the viscosity that effects directly 561 

on the injection pressure is also successfully simulated by the simulation tool, which is 562 

also found in the experimental result (Figure 30). Especially, both simulation and experi- 563 

mental results show that with the high mold temperature, the viscosity of PF6680 in the 564 

filling phase decreases, leading to a decrease in the required injection pressure. These ex- 565 

pected agreements show that the generated reactive viscosity data with the optimal de- 566 

veloped viscosity model (Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Macosko Model) and curing 567 
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kinetics model (Kamal model), which is previously presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 is 568 

reasonable.  569 

However, for the higher filled thermoset injection molding compounds (the filler 570 

content is more than 65%) such as PF1110 (GF35+GB45), the weld-line formation mecha- 571 

nism is different from the lower filled thermoset injection molding compounds like 572 

PF6680 (GF25+GB30) and PF6506 (GF30+GB30). The melt fronts are not completely reu- 573 

nited when the cavity volume does not reach 100%. There are always two zones on the 574 

surface of incomplete molded part, which are the compacted zone that is located near the 575 

gate (Figure 15) and the uncompacted zone that is located next to the compacted zone and 576 

it extends to the melt front. The positions of weld-line are dependent on the injection 577 

speeds which has great impact on the wall slip phenomenon. All these experimental re- 578 

sults are not found in the simulated results (Figure 31). In addition, the uncompacted zone 579 

of incomplete molded parts that is affected by injection speeds and the mold temperatures 580 

has not yet been accurately simulated, as shown in Figure 31. Furthermore, the non-uni- 581 

form injection pressure because of the curing behavior of PF1110 that is found in the ex- 582 

perimental injection molding process of the spiral flow part and presented in Figure 23 583 

could not predicted by the simulation tool. More specially it could be seen from Figure 32 584 

that the experimental injection pressure at the end of filling process is proportional to the 585 

mold temperature, which is not found in the simulation results. The main reasons that 586 

could lead to these disagreements is the influence of wall slip phenomenon that generate 587 

the frictional coefficient between thermoset melt and the wall surface and a great effect on 588 

the mold filling characterization. However, the slip frictional coefficient could not be care- 589 

fully considered in the writing simulation code of the currently commercial injection 590 

molding software. These disagreements are being studied and solved by authors. 591 

4. Conclusions 592 

The mold filling behavior of highly filled thermoset injection molding compounds in 593 

the injection molding process such as weld-line formation, the reactive viscosity behavior, 594 

the injection pressure gradient and the temperature distribution is successfully investi- 595 

gated, which is strongly dependent on the filler content, the processing conditions and the 596 

wall slip phenomenon. The optimal injection speed (low or high injection speed) and mold 597 

temperature (low or high mold temperature) that is applied in the injection molding pro- 598 

cess must be based on an overall analysis of the manufacturer's expected weld-line areas, 599 

the filler content reinforced for the thermoset material that is used to produce the indus- 600 

trial parts and the geometry of the industrial parts, the type of injection gate as well as the 601 

gate location. For the thermoset injection molding compounds with the filler content of 602 

less than 65%, the effect of wall slip phenomenon and the processing conditions on the 603 

mechanism of weld-line formation is slight and could be neglected. The generated viscos- 604 

ity with the the optimal developed viscosity model, Herschel-Bulkley-WLF- Castro- Ma- 605 

cosko Model, and curing kinetics model, Kamal model, was imported into in the commer- 606 

cial injection molding simulation tool to simulate successfully the form filling behavior of 607 

these materials. However, for the thermoset injection molding compounds with the filler 608 

content of more than 65%, the wall slip phenomenon, the mold temperature and injection 609 

speed have a great impact on the mold filling characterization such as formation and de- 610 

velopment of weld-lines, the compacted zone, the uncompacted zone and the pressure 611 

gradient and the curing behavior in the filling process, which has not yet been accurately 612 

simulated by the commercial simulation software. These problems are now leading to a 613 

real challenge for the fluid dynamic simulation tool. 614 
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